NOTATION, CONVENTIONS AND TERMINOLOGY
The fact that the large family of type D solutions of Einstein-Maxwell equations l can be explicitly exhibited as a real cross section of a complex double KerrSchild metric and that its generalization derived with Demianski2 has the same property, has stimulated the author's interest in (i) the complex Riemannian geometry and (ii) the double Kerr-Schild metrics as such. The second subject will be extensively studied in a forthcoming publication by Schild and the present author. This article is basically intended as an outline of some general facts and results concerned with the complex Riemannian geometry as such.
The complex four-dimensional Riemannian space is a pair consisting of a four-dimensional differential analytic manifold M4 and (with e a E Al, a = 1,2,3,4) the metric given by The tetradial indices-the forms e a define a null tetradare to be manipulated by 
(1.2)
The Pauli matrix is a 2 x2 matrix with entries in Al and connects Al with spinorial objects Thus ds 2 = -det(gAB) = tEABEcDgAtgBD.
Consider now two independent sets of 2 x 2 complex matrices with determinant equal to one: It is now obvious that ea' defined by [More precisely, one could work with the tetradial gauge imposing on the 2 x 2 matrices only the condition 0(4, (1;) , decomposes into the product 0(3,0:) x 0(3, (1;); this fact permits us to identify the tetradial gauge group with q. J Although we are interested in the complex geometry, we can proceed with the standard conventions of the spinor calculus, transforming respectively undotted and dotted indices by objects from SL(2, 0:) and S£(2,0:), forgetting however about the condition (ZA'A)* =0'..4. from the case of real V 4 of the signature (+ + + -), which causes q to reduce to SL(2, (I; ) homomorphic with SO(3, 1, R) .
[In the "real" case, the permitted gauge transformations must conserve the condition (e 2 )* = e 1 ; in the complex geometry where this condition is abandoned, matrices SL(2, 0:) The forms SAB and SAB are respectively self-dual and anti-self-dual under Hodge's star operation: (1. 11) [The duality operation * acting on WE: AP, and under the tetradial gauge g from (1. 7) the connections transform according to
( 1. 18) [This fact will be of crucial importance in our further considerations: (1.18) exhibits explicitly the (irreducible) decomposition of the transformational properties of r's which occurs on the level of the spinorial images and which corresponds to the independent factors in the (cross) factors (1. 
(1.21b) Following Debney, Kerr and Schild 4 we will also use the abbreviations for the independent components of C ABCD and C ABen : It presents now no difficulty to generalize the PetrovPenrose classification for the case of a complex V 4 • We will say that KA and gA are the two types of P-spinors (Penrose's spinors-undotted and dotted) iff Of course, we are interested in P-spinors of both types which are linearly independent in pairs. Thus, following Penrose, 4 by applying the fundamental theorem of algebra, we conclude that, representing the spinorial images according to (1. 27) we can describe the schemes of possible coincidences for the spinors of both types as the Cartesian product of two Penrose's diagrams:
(1.28)
Thus, it makes sense to talk about the conformal curvature of a complex V 4 as being of the types [1 -1 -1 
Hellish
Earthly Heavenly
the Debever vectors on the case considered. Let Kf). be a null vector; then it can always be considered as induced by a pair of spinors of both types:
(1.29)
The object
has all symmetries of the conformal curvature tensor and hence is characterized entirely by its two spinorial images analogous to C ABCD and CJ.BCD which can be easily computed as given by _e_._._.
It easily follows that the linear operation 0 (K f).) defined by (1.30) is nil-potent:
Moreover, one easily infers that
i~ the necessary and sufficient condition for both KA and K~ to be generic P-spinors of both types, We will thus call the null vectors defined by (1. 29), with both KA and Ki being generic P-spinors, the generalized DP (Debever-Penrose) vectors. In a general complex V 4 all of them are complex. Notice that the concept of the generalized DP vector applies mutatis mutandi also in the case of a real V 4 of the signature (+ + + -) where the P-spinors of the second type became complex conjugates of the P-spinors of the first type. Thus, with the conformal curvature of the type G one can construct precisely 16 such complex vectors; the 4 real vectors among these 16 objects will be the standard DP vectors. Of course, there will be numerous additional relations among the discussed 16 vectors. Following them (in a sense), but insisting on a more contrasting (perhaps one could say-"manichean") terminology, we propose to call all objects which are Sf(2, <r) scalars and are geometric objects with respect to 5L(2, <r), the "heavenly objects." Parallelly the objects which with respect to SL(2, <r) are scalars and are geometric objects with respect to SL(2,<r), will be the "hellish objects. " The objects whose components mix in an irreducible fashion under SL(2, <r) and Si(2, <r) transformations will be then the "earthly objects." An absolute scalar with respect to q =SL(2,<r)XSL(2,<r)-in a degenerate sense because it cannot be in heaven and hell simultaneously-we assign to earth.
Therefore, the objects discussed up to now, can be classified according to Table I .
The spaceB where C ;~CD = 0 we will call "weak heaven": heaven"; we permit here for Cab and R being #0; a complex space V 4 where there exists such a choice for the null tetrad that rAE=o (1.34) we will call the "strong heaven. 7"
With these "hellish" objects vanishing we have a forteriori from (1. 21b) (2.1) Thus (in a simply connected region) there exists such
Using the explicit form of sAil from (1.10), we infer now that = -d{(AG -CE)dp/\dr+ (AR -CF) dp/\ ds
This condition is equivalent to the equations
Last equations can be readily seen to imply the existence of a function n=n(pqrs)-called subsequently the first key function-such that
We then easily see that Of course, ABC and D cancel out here because of (2. 6a); quite similarly, if we substitude our 'tetrad into ds 2 with EFG and H of the form (2.9), we obtain V 4 : ds 2 = 2n PT dp dr + 20 ps dp ds (2. 11) Therefore, we have demonstrated that the most general "strong heaven" V 4 is determined by one key function n which fulfills (2.10) and defines g,," by (2.11). Observe that with coordinates ordered as {Xl"} = {pqrs}, We can now determine from (1. 14) the connection forms r ab' The result is that: The "hellish" connections indeed duly vanish: r 41 =0, -r 12 + r S4 =0, r 32 =0.
The "heavenly" connections are given by a: = r 12 = r 34 = -K dp + Ldq, 13: = r 42 = -L dp + M dq , y: = r 31 = -N dp + K dq Of course, (2.18) already assures that the V 4 under study, being "strong heaven" has G 4b =O and C ABCD =0. Now, the curvature quantities C ABeD' or equivalently 
Substituting here (2.19) and (2.17), one easily finds that
(2.23)
AN ALTERNATIVE FORM OF THE HEAVENLY TETRAD AND THE SECOND HEAVENLY EQUATION
Although the description of the heavenly tetrad in terms of n satisfying (2.10) is symmetric and simple enough, we are able to provide a still simpler -and more convenient for many purposes -alternative description of this tetrad. Let 
A=-npp , B=-n pq , c=-n qq • (3.4)
We will now consider the heavenly tetrad (3.3) prima facie understanding A, B, and C as the three structural f~l1ctions given in coordinates {x"} = {pqxy}, The forms SAB induced by (3. 3) must be all closed. The forms Sl1 = 2e 4 /\ e l = 2 dp/\dq and SU and the second key function 8 = 8( pqxy) fulfilling the second heavenly equation (3.10) the forms SAB are all closed. [Indeed, (3.9) used in (3, 5) gives (3.10 The heavenly metric given in the terms of the present coordinates and the second key function is thus V 4 : ds 2 = 2dp(dx -8 yy dp+ 8 Xy dq) + 2 dq(dy + 8 XY dp -8 xx dq). (3.12) For the natural tetrad we have now el=dp, -e 4 =dq, 02=Ox' -03=Oy, e 2 =dx-8yy dp+8"ydq, ~ 01=ap+eyyaX-8Xyay,
Now, in the present coordinates we have for the metric tensor and its inverse
28 Xl' ) xy xx Knowing (g"V) we find that, for any scalar cp,
(3.14)
,f,; a _ _ 1_ 0 -r;;gg~Vo ,f,
(3.15)
This, specialized for tP = e (assuming that e is a scalar), yields an important conclusion: e;;~ = 2(ex/~yy -e:) = -2(e xp + e yQ ) • (3.16)
The connections rab worked out from the tetrad (3.13) maintain the general form (2.18)-(2.19); we obtain, however, for the functions KLM and N working with the present coordinates a surprisingly simple result:
Similarly, the quantities which characterize the conformal curvature are surprisingly simple:
.tC (4) 
SOME EXAMPLES
The purpose of this section is to provide some "living specimens" of (nontrivial) "heavenly metrics," i. e. , to give some specific solutions either of (2.10) or (3.10) and to examine their structure.
A simple solution of (3.10) has the form of e =-t r dx r dx F(x, q)
where the function of two variables F(x,q) is arbitrary. Thus, the metric: (4.12)
uu <vv'
(4.13) (4.14)
The general result contained in (4.10) up to (4.14) has various interesting special subcases. In particular, if we require that the tetrad (4.10) describe a "weak heaven," i.e., (4.15) then, in agreement with (4.12), the structural functions take the form In the limit a -0, c t -0 -c 2 and the space in question coincides with (4.9); the curvature quantities
are considerably more symmetric than the equivalent set in Eq. (4.6).
If one requires in (4.18) more strongly Cab=O, then the space becomes a strong heaven. The corresponding structural functions are now given by (4.22) where F=F(r), C= C(q), A=A(qr), Cl =ct(qr), and c2(qr) are arbitrary. The curvature is characterized here by (4.23) and some C(l); even when Aqr -0, the functions Cl and C 2 allow that the space can reduce to something nontrivial of the type N@ [-] . Observe that although the tetrad (4.10) with P and (2 from (4.22) produces some "hellish" connections r AB , there exists an SE(2, <t) gauge in which these objects do vanish. 24) so that e = -!!. On the other hand, if J(2;< 0, then the equation for the P-spinor KA, CABCDKAKB~KD=O amounts to (4.26) Substituting here from (4.25) we find that this equation is equivalent to (4.27) or explicitly Therefore, we have succeeded in this section of producing explicitly examples of heavenly metric of all possible algebraically degenerate types.
Of course, this work and its results are to be considered as a technical step forward within the general goal toward which relativity is striving in recent years, i. e. , to produce general techniques which would lead to general solutions of the Einstein equations on a real manifold. The complex solutions and complex geometry, although attracting interest at this moment (see, e.g., Refs. 8-10, ought to be considered only as an intermediate step.
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